Wide-area service replication is becoming increasingly common, with the emergence of new operational models such as content delivery networks and computational grids. This paper describes the security architecture for Globe, an objectbased middleware specifically designed to support dynamic replication of services over wide-area networks. Replication introduces a series of new security issues, including the need to restrict replica privileges with respect to method execution, and protection of distributed objects against malicious hosts running instances of their code. Our modular security design addresses these new threats, as well as a broad range of traditional ones, and is validated through a series of performance measurements. Additional contributions include a novel authentication mechanism specifically designed for wide-area deployment, which combines some of the best features of public key authentication protocols (reliance on an offline trusted third party in particular) with the computational efficiency characteristic to symmetric key schemes.
Introduction
During the 1980s and 1990s distributed systems were designed according to the traditional clientserver model. However, in the recent few years alternative operational models have emerged, including peer-to-peer [59] , content delivery networks [67] , and computational grids [35] . With these new operational models special emphasis is put on data and application replication. Nevertheless, distributed middleware [8, 32] has been slow to adapt to these changes.
Globe [72] is a middleware architecture based on distributed shared objects (DSO) which has been specifically designed to cope with data and application replication. The notion of a DSO stresses that objects in Globe are not only shared by multiple users, but also physically replicated on many hosts over a wide-area network. Thus, a single object may be active and accessible on many hosts at the same time.
This paper describes the design and implementation of a security architecture for Globe. Our contribution is threefold: first, we describe a comprehensive security design which is truly decentralized and deals with a large variety of security issues in a modular way. Second, we identify a number of unique security challenges which derive from the fact Globe objects can be dynamically replicated, with some of the replicas running on untrusted, possibly malicious hosts. Finally, we present a number of security mechanisms specifically designed to support replicated services, including a novel symmetric key authentication protocol based on an offline trusted third party (TTP), suitable for many wide-area application scenarios.
A prototype of secure middleware architecture we describe has been implemented (in Java) and is available under a BSD-style license. This paper also provides performance measurements for evaluating the overhead introduced by our security mechanisms. These measurements validate our design and show that although security introduces substantial overhead, careful choice of mechanisms and implementation can mitigate this negative impact on performance. Finally, we want to stress that this paper consolidates and expands on some of our earlier contributions, presented in [62, 23, 64, 63] , and combines these with the performance numbers we obtained by profiling the secure Globe prototype.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of Globe, the internal structure of a DSO, and the services provided by the Globe middleware that facilitate the creation and deployment of DSOs. Section 3 introduces the threat model considered when designing the Globe security architecture, which is described in detail in Section 4, both at design level, but also in terms of the actual security mechanisms that have been implemented. Section 5 presents our performance measurements. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss related work, and in Section 7 we conclude.
An overview of the Globe middleware
The Globe project is aimed at designing and building a flexible and comprehensive middleware platform for developing large-scale distributed applications [72] . Flexibility is achieved by basing the middleware platform on a new model of distributed objects, called the distributed shared object (DSO) model. A distributed shared object controls all aspects of its implementation. In particular, it controls its extra-functional aspects such as replication and security, rather than delegating them to a common underlying layer. This autonomy enables a developer to naturally apply application-specific replication and security solutions.
A DSO, which is identified by a 160 bit unique object ID (OID), consists of a number of local representatives located throughout the Internet. A local representative can act as user proxy, or object replica, or both, allowing client-side replication. As shown in Fig. 1 , it is composed of a number of subobjects, modules that take care of a particular aspect of the object's implementation: the semantics subobject implements the actual application functionality; the control subobject provides a programming interface to services above the middleware layer, such as user interfaces; the replication subobject takes care of keeping the DSO state consistent across replicas, as well replica placement, while the security subobject takes care of all security-related aspects; finally, the communication subobject hides all network communication aspects from the other subobjects. This modular structure enables the application developer to change the subobjects that handle extra-functional aspects on a per-object basis, providing a great deal of flexibility; furthermore, interfaces of these subobjects are standardized, allowing developers to build extensive libraries of subobjects that can be reused across many different applications. If need be, the developer can also create subobjects entirely tuned to the application. The local representatives of a DSO are generally located on special, user-level Globe object servers (GOS), which provide a crash-and-reboot proof hosting platform. The DSOs, the object servers and the client accessing them are supported by a number of middleware services. The Globe Name Service [17] maps symbolic object names to binary, location independent OIDs. The Globe Location Service [71] efficiently maps an OID to the address of a suitable local representative of the object. Both services have been designed and tested to scale up to 10 12 objects. To support dynamic replication of objects, Globe provides a Globe Infrastructure Directory Service [48] , which allows objects to locate additional object servers to host replicas on, given a set of selection criteria regarding network location and security. The architecture of Globe is summarized in Fig. 2 .
Threat model
Coming up with a comprehensive threat model for a system like Globe is a difficult task for two reasons: (1) there is no central trust authority -no such authority could ever scale to a system envisioned to accommodate millions of users and objects; (2) Globe objects are replicated and replicas may run on platforms controlled by third-parties -it is possible for DSO and GOS administrators to be in different administrative domains.
To simplify defining the threat model, we have divided the security issues Globe needs to address into five groups: trust management, authentication, access control, Byzantine fault tolerance, and platform security. The first three groups are common when dealing with security in distributed systems: trust management addresses the fact that human users do not implicitly trust software services, but real world entities such as banks, government institutions or other humans; thus it is necessary to map physical world trust relationships into the digital realm. The fact that interactions between DSO local representatives take place across unsecure wide-area networks introduce the threat of masquerading and man-in-the-middle attacks. To counter these, Globe needs to provide strong authentication mechanisms allowing for the establishment of secure communication channels between DSO local representatives. Finally, access control mechanisms are required to counter the threat of un-authorized invocation and execution of object methods.
Besides these ''traditional'' security goals, the specifics of the Globe system introduce additional issues. The fact that it is possible to have object replicas running on GOSes controlled by marginally trusted third parties introduces the possibility that some replicas may be corrupted by malicious GOS administrators. In order to counter this threat, our security architecture needs to provide Byzantine fault tolerance mechanisms allowing DSO administrators to deal with corrupted object replicas.
Finally, we also need to consider possible threats from the GOS administrators point of view. In Globe, mobile code is used to instantiate new replicas, and this raises the threat of malware (viruses, Trojans, etc.) incorporated into replica executable in order to attack the hosting platform, or perform various types of network denial of service. To counter this, Globe needs to provide platform security mechanisms allowing GOS administrators to protect their computing infrastructure.
The Globe security architecture
We now proceed with describing the Globe security architecture, by showing how it deals with each group of security issues identified in the previous section. For each of these groups, we discuss two aspects: the general design guidelines, and the mechanisms actually implemented. It is important to stress that for each of these groups, there are multiple mechanisms for handling them. In most of the cases, we have implemented only one of the possible points in the design space, the one we believe is best suited for the widest class of potential Globe applications. However, as explained in Section 2, Globe objects are composed of a number of subobjects and modules separated through standard interfaces. It is therefore straightforward to replace any of our mechanisms with alternative implementations better suited for specific Globe applications.
Trust management
Trust management is the process of mapping trust relationships between real world entities (for example, between a customer and her bank) to the software instantiation of these entities in the digital world. Fig. 3a shows the typical trust management scenario in e-commerce applications. The five parties interacting are the user, a service provider (identified by a unique symbolic name), their two software representatives, as well as a trusted third party (TTP) whose purpose is to mediate trust establishment between the software entities. The latter party is typically represented by certification authorities, such as Verisign. There are direct (implicit) trust relationships between the user and the service provider (e.g. bank), the user and its software representative (her web browser in this case) and the browser and the TTP. The TTP is then used to certify the association between the service and its software representative -typically this involves certifying a public key associated with that representative. That public key is then used by the user's browser to authenticate the service's software instantiation, thus accomplishing the mapping of trust from the real to the digital world.
When translating this trust management model to Globe, things become more complicated, given the fact that services can be replicated, and the user's local software representative is normally instantiated using mobile code which cannot be implicitly trusted. The new trust management model is shown in Fig. 3b : here the TTP is used to certify the association between the symbolic object name (which identifies the service provider to the user) and the object ID, which represents the object in the digital world. Associated with each Globe DSO, there is a public/private key pair -the object key. The object key is cryptographically bound to the OID -this is accomplished by setting the OID to be the secure hash (SHA-1 [4] ) of the object's public key. The net result is self-certifying OIDs, similar to the self-certifying file names introduced in [51] .
Once trust has been established between the user's Globe runtime and the object's key, this can be used to bootstrap the remaining trust relationships. First, the object key is used for certifying (signing) the mobile code for instantiating the user proxy. The same key is also used for issuing credentials for the replica and the proxy, which use them to authenticate each other, and thus establish trust in the digital realm.
It is important to stress that the presence of a TTP is only required for bootstrapping the trust between the user's Globe runtime and the object's instantiation identified through its OID; all the other trust relationships can be derived from that. As a result, it is also possible to replace the TTPmediated trust bootstrapping with alternative models, such as the ''resurrecting duckling'' [69] , where the user obtains the OID directly from the service provider, for example by going to the local bank office, or a PGP-like [78] recommender model. The Globe architecture makes the trust bootstrapping engine a pluggable module, so that DSO developers can make use of the trust model that best fits their application needs.
Authentication
After establishing trust, authentication is the next layer required when building secure systems; other security services, such as access control, non-repudiation, audit, and so on, can then be built on this foundation.
Before two DSO local representatives can authenticate each other, they need to obtain the credentials proving they are part of the same object. This is done by registering with a special administrative replica of the object controlled by the object administrator (for authentication purposes, the administrative replica is issued a set of credentials certified directly from the object key). Each administrator is free to set any policy for issuing credentials to users and replicas; for users, these policies may include the receipt of a payment (in the case of e-commerce applications for instance), or possession of a credential issued by an external authority (this can be the case for e-government applications).
In the case of replicas, the decision to issue credentials can be based on the properties of the GOS hosting the replica (and whether the DSO administrator deems that GOS as trustworthy). Whenever a DSO entity is registered, it is assigned a per-DSO unique entity ID (replica ID or user ID) which is incorporated into the authentication credentials together with some additional information needed for access control (see Section 4.3). The entity ID is primarily used when revoking credentials, which is done by the same administrative replica. Our implementation assumes only one administrative replica per DSO, which simplifies the management of administrative information. However, this can be changed (by rewriting the administrative module of the security subobject) to support replication of administrative privileges.
Public key authentication mechanisms
Because DSOs can be massively replicated across wide-area networks, public key authentication mechanisms seem to be the natural choice. The great advantage of such mechanisms (as opposed to classic symmetric key based approaches such as Kerberos [45] ) is that they do not require the presence of an online trusted third party to mediate authentication.
When public key cryptographic algorithms are used for authentication, there is a public/private key pair associated with every user and replica of the object. All these keys are certified through digital certificates signed by the administrative replica (whose public key is certified by the object key). Once two DSO entities (users, replicas) have these certified public/private key pairs, they can use them for mutual authentication. Our implementation supports the TLS/SSL protocol [30] ; however, in Globe the authentication module is pluggable, so it should be straightforward to add other public key authentication protocol implementations.
When dealing with a public key infrastructure, the authentication protocol is only half of the story. Another essential (and often neglected) aspect is key revocation. Globe handles this issue, by allowing the DSO's administrative replica to revoke previously issued credentials. Our implementation provides a simple, yet effective revocation mechanism based on certificate revocation lists (CRLs) [42] . For each Globe DSO there are two such CRLs: one listing revoked user certificates (user CRL), and one listing revoked replica certificates (replica CRL). The reason we provide separate CRL distribution mechanisms for revoking replica and user certificates, is because of their rather different properties.
In the case of user certificates, it is only replicas that are concerned with checking their revocation status, since direct user to user interactions are not part of the Globe model. Therefore, the user CRL is only distributed to the DSO's replicas; the DSO administrative replica periodically updates the CRL and distributes it to the other replicas. Replicas that are temporary down are responsible for retrieving the latest user CRL when they come back online.
In the case of replica certificates, the replica CRL needs to be distributed to both users and replicas, since both user-replica (for method invocation) and replica-replica (for state update) interactions are possible. Replica certificates are quite different from the user certificates: they are short lived (in some cases replicas may last only few hours in order to handle flash-crowd events) and, in numbers, they are expected to be a few orders of magnitude fewer than user certificates (one replica should be capable of handling hundreds, even thousands of users, otherwise there would be no point in replication). Hence, replica CRLs are much smaller than user CRLs. For this reason, replica CRLs are distributed using a ''pull'' mechanism: each replica is responsible with storing the latest copy of the replica CRL (which it periodically fetches from the administrative replica), which it provides to users proxies if requested during the authentication protocol.
We believe the revocation mechanisms we have implemented should cover the vast majority of application scenarios for Globe DSOs. Nevertheless, there are many other possible revocation schemes [54, 52, 53] , which can be plugged in Globe DSOs by rewriting the revocation module in the security subobject.
expensive. After integrating the TLS protocol suite with Globe, our measurements showed a significant performance penalty. The performance penalty was particularly visible for ''light'' transactions, where the security overhead was several times higher than the actual ''useful'' CPU work (we will discuss more about performance in Section 5).
On the other hand, symmetric key authentication protocols are computationally efficient. However, the problem with existing symmetric key protocols [57, 58, 45] is that they rely on an online trusted third party. While this is acceptable for a LAN environment, it is not acceptable on a wide-area network, where an on-line TTP becomes a performance bottleneck, a single point of failure, and a target for DoS attacks.
To address this problem, we have designed a new symmetric key authentication protocol based on an off-line TTP. The price paid for the increased security offered by an off-line TTP is increased storage requirements for clients. Basically, each participant in the protocol needs to store a number of authentication credentials equal to the size of the authentication realm; this makes the new protocol less scalable than public key schemes. Essentially, the symmetric key authentication mechanism we propose targets small to medium-size Globe applications (hundreds of replicas, tens of thousand clients). It is worth noticing that there are numerous IT environments (small to medium-size companies, university campuses, etc.) which would solicit exactly this type of distributed applications. Furthermore, a possible extension of our protocol, based on geographical clustering of clients and replicas, could further increase its scalability to massively distributed applications.
We have developed a new symmetric key authentication protocol to address this issue. The protocol consists of three phases: administrative replica initialization, user/replica registration, and finally the actual authentication, which work as follows.
For initialization, the administrative replica generates two sets of 128-bit AES [1] keys: the replica master key list (RKL) and the user master key list (UKL). The size of the RKL is the maximum number of replicas expected to be instantiated for the DSO, while the size of the UKL is the maximum number of users expected to register.
In the registration phase, users and replicas register with the administrative replica. A user who registers is assigned an unused key from the UKL, and receives an authentication credentials set which consists of a number of (authentication key, authentication ticket) pairs. Authentication keys are shared between users and replicas part of the DSO, with a user having authentication keys for each of the running replicas as well as for all potential replicas that may be instantiated in the future (thus, the number of authentication keys is equal to the size of the RKL). In this way, when new replicas are instantiated, the users already registered need not be updated when switching replicas.
A similar process occurs when replicas register, except that a replica receives a credentials set including symmetric keys for every potential user (including those expected to register in the future). Thus the number of keys a replica receives is equal to the size of the UKL.
There is an authentication ticket associated with each authentication key. The (authentication key, authentication ticket) pair allowing DSO entity A (user or replica) to authenticate to entity B has the form
where K AB is a 128 bit AES key shared between A and B, OID is the object ID, ID A is the entity ID for A, ID B is another entity ID (possibly not yet assigned, but expected to be assigned in the future), K B is another master key (which is assigned or will be assigned to B), while T issue and T expire are timestamps that determine the validity interval for the authentication credentials . The ticket can be used by A to prove to B that it is indeed part of the DSO -since it is encrypted with a key shared only between B and the administrative replica.
Once a DSO entity has registered, it can use its credentials to authenticate other DSO entities following the protocol shown in Table 1 . The protocol is based on a number of techniques introduced in [22] in order to overcome some of the limitations of the Kerberos authentication protocol [45] . In contrast to Kerberos, our protocol relies on the security property of keyed hash functions used as a basic primitive to generate fresh session keys (we have proven the correctness of our protocol using Table 1 New symmetric key authentication protocol [24] authentication logic, but due to space limitations the proof is not included in this paper).
In the above protocol, N A , N B are random nonces, and K = SHA À 1(K AB , K BA , N A , N B ). At the end of the protocol K is the shared secret between A and B and can be used for securing the data traffic between the two.
What makes this protocol different from classical symmetric key authentication schemes is that credentials are long-lived, much in the same way as for public key protocols. Because of this, we have to make provisions for two additional mechanisms: credentials update and credentials revocation.
An update is needed because, in order to prevent possible cryptanalytic attacks, credentials cannot be used forever; after certain time they need to be discarded and replaced with fresh material. One property we want to have in this case is locality: an update should only affect the DSO entity that performs it, and none of the others. This is essential for ensuring the scalability of the protocol. Assuming the maximum credential lifetime is T, and M, N are the maximum number of replicas and clients that register during T, the locality property can be achieved by ensuring the administrative replica always has at least M unused keys in the RKL and at least N unused keys in the UKL. Whenever a user registers, it then receives additional credentials for at least M unassigned replica keys, which should cover all possible replicas that may register until the credentials will expire; similarly, when a replica registers it receives additional credentials for at least N unassigned user keys, which should cover all possible users that may register until the replica will update the credentials. In this case, each user receives a credential set of size 2 * M and each replica two credential sets of size 2 * M (for authenticating to other replicas) and 2 * N (for authenticating to users).
When exceptional circumstances occur, the administrative replica may need to revoke credentials before their natural expiration. We use the same mechanisms outlined in Section 4.2.1, namely a separate CRL for replicas and users, which include the ID's of the revoked entities. Validating these CRLs requires a public key signature verification, but this is not a problem from a performance point of view, since CRL verification does not occur that often (a 1 h freshness interval is sufficient for most applications). Furthermore, our implementation uses the RSA algorithm for public key operations, and here signature verification is relatively inexpensive.
Maintaining the locality property with respect to credentials revocation requires further increasing the size of the RKL and UKL. Assuming that an entity that has its credentials revoked is assigned new credentials (not always the case, but this keeps us on the safe side), means that the total number of credentials to be issued becomes larger than the maximum number of entities expected to register. If the probability for credentials revocation is P, the new formulas for the maximum size of the RKL and UKL become 2 * (M + P) and 2 * (N + P), respectively.
The great advantage of the symmetric key authentication protocol introduced above is the fact that it operates very much in the same way as public key protocols, in the sense that authentication does not require interacting with an online trusted third party. A DSO entity only needs to contact the administrative replica for registration, key update, possibly for obtaining fresh revocation information (in the case of replicas). As a result, interactions with the administrative replica are much less frequent, thus the administrative replica becomes less of a performance bottleneck. Furthermore, it is now possible to enhance the administrative replica with mechanisms for preventing denial of service attacks (for example crypto puzzles [12, 76] ); this would be killer overhead should this replica have to act as an online TTP, as in traditional symmetric key protocols. However, these advantages come at a certain price.
First, there are increased storage requirements: essentially, each user proxy needs to store a number of credentials proportional to the maximum number of replicas, while each replica needs to store a number of credentials proportional to the maximum number of users and replicas. However, with storage price dramatically decreasing every year, we believe this is an acceptable tradeoff.
Based on our implementation, the size of one (authentication key, authentication ticket) pair is about 100 bytes. Considering the formulas we derived for the RKL and UKL size, we can compute that even for reasonably large DSOs (thousands replicas, hundreds of thousand users), the storage requirements would be in the order of hundreds of kilobytes for user proxies and tens of megabytes for replicas (which is not that much of a problem when considering the average disk size exceeds 50 GB these days). For extremely large DSOs, scalability can be achieved by partitioning authentication credential sets based on replica and user geographical clustering. For example, a user could be given authentication credentials only for replicas and potential replicas) in her network vicinity (the whole point of replication is to match clients with nearby replicas, so there is no point in giving users in Europe credentials for replicas in Australia). It is also important to stress that the application target for Globe is not massive replication, but instead dynamic replication in order to achieve better performance and fault tolerance. In this context, we expect most Globe applications to require a moderate number of replicas (in the order of hundreds) which could be easily handled with our authentication mechanism.
Another drawback of this scheme is the fact that the maximum size of the (user, replica) population needs to be known in advance. However, for many classes of applications, predicting an upper bound of the number of users is not that difficult. This is the case for applications serving closed communities, such as the employees of a company or the students at a university campus. Furthermore, for this upper bound one only needs a rough estimate (the order of magnitude as opposed to the exact number); ''guessing up'', and allocating slightly more master keys that necessary, at worst leads to some small fraction of the users/replicas' storage being wasted. In the case of applications serving worldwide ''open'' communities, where predicting and upper bound for the number of users may be difficult, it is always possible to make use of geographical clustering of users and replicas in order keep the size of credential sets in check.
Finally, the new authentication protocol does not support non-repudiability and delegation, but this is an intrinsic limitation of symmetric key algorithms. For Globe applications where non-repudiation and delegation of privileges are required, DSO administrators should select the public key authentication module.
Access control
Replication makes the access control model for Globe more complicated, since the concern is not only what permissions users are given, but also what kind of operations a given DSO replica is allowed to execute, since DSO replicas can run on third-party controlled platforms, which may not be equally trustworthy. Thus, the Globe access control model needs to handle two issues: traditional (forward) access control which deals with restricting what operations a user is allowed to invoke, and reverse access control -which deals with restricting which operations an object replica is allowed to execute.
Globe supports a discretionary access control model: users and replicas are supposed to enforce the correct invocation/execution of the operations they are allowed to perform. Forward access control is therefore enforced by replicas: a replica is supposed to check the correct invocation (by users) of the methods it is allowed to execute. Reverse access control is enforced by users: a user is supposed to ensure that the execution of the methods she is allowed to invoke only goes to replicas allowed to execute these methods under the object's security policy.
There are three types of rights that can be associated with Globe DSOs:
• Method invocation rights -they grant the permission to invoke the DSO's methods.
• Method execution rights -they grant the permission to execute the DSO's methods.
• Administrative rights -they grant the permission to further delegate rights.
Access control lists (ACLs) are stored by administrative replicas, and associate entity IDs with the rights granted to those entities. The way rights are actually expressed and encoded is dependent on the type of access control mechanism implemented by a given DSO. At this point we support two types of access control mechanisms: coarse-grain and finegrain. The Globe software distribution provides separate (library) security subobjects for each of these mechanisms; Globe developers can thus choose which mechanism is more appropriate for their objects and incorporate it in the DSO, by selecting the appropriate subobject. We briefly discuss each of these mechanisms in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
All our security subobject implementations only supports one administrative replica (which has all possible administrative rights) per DSO. This greatly simplifies ACL management. If administrative tasks need to be replicated, it is important that the replication protocol ensures ACLs are kept consistent. It is up to the DSO administrator to decide on the policies to follow when granting rights to users and replicas. Similar to what we described in Section 4.2, these policies can be based on external certification of entities, payments, or web of trustbased schemes, like PGP [78] . Once the privileges associated with a DSO entity have been set, they are encoded into a entity rights descriptor -an opaque, platform-independent, data structure -which is then stored in the (global) DSO ACL and also incorporated in the entity's authentication credentials; in this way, once two entities authenticate, they know exactly what methods they are allowed to invoke/execute.
The access control module in the security subobject provides a very simple interface, consisting of three methods:
• registerRights(channelID, privilegeDescriptor) is called by the authentication module once a secure channel has been established with another DSO entity. The result of this method is that the rights descriptor part of the other entity's authentication credentials is associated with the secure channel.
• isAllowed(channelID, methodID, parameters) is called by the replication subobject once it receives a method invocation request from another DSO entity (with which a secure channel has been previously established). The replication subobject provides the channel ID corresponding to this secure channel to the caller, as well as information about the method being invoked (e.g. which method, which invocation parameters). The access control module returns True or False, depending on whether the rights associated with the corresponding channel (rights previously set by registerRights()) allow or deny the given method invocation request.
• channelID findReplica(methodID, parameters) is called by the replication subobject when a (local) method invocation request cannot be executed locally, and thus needs to be sent to another DSO replica. The module first evaluates the request against the DSO's (reverse) access control policy, and determines the rights needed for executing the request. The module then queries the Globe Location Service (see Section 2) to find a replica that has the required rights. To assist this query process, replicas register their rights descriptor with the GLS. The GLS treats this descriptor as an opaque bitmap, supporting exact match queries as well as queries on individual bits. The actual GLS query format depends on how rights are encoded in the rights descriptor. We provide concrete examples in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. It is important to understand that the GLS needs not to be trusted, essentially the replica contact points returned by a findReplica() call being treated as mere hints. The local representative always authenticates a replica before sending the method invocation request, in order to ensure the rights registered with the GLS match those in the replica's authentication credentials.
Coarse-grained access control
For our coarse-grain access control mechanism, the access control granularity is set to the object method level. In this case, the rights descriptor associated with a DSO entity (user/replica) consists of two bitmaps -the forward access control bitmap (FACB), and the reverse access control bitmap (RACB) -encoding the method invocation rights (FACB), and the method execution rights (RACB) granted to that entity. Each bit in these bitmaps corresponds to one of the object's methods; a 1 in the bitmap allows the invocation/execution of the corresponding method, while a 0 denies it.
In this case the implementation of three interface methods described in the previous section is quite straightforward: registerRights() simply associates the FACB and RACB in the authentication credentials with the corresponding channelID; isAllowed() returns True if the bit corresponding to the method being invoked is set in the FACB associated with the channel (and False otherwise); findReplica() does a bit-query on the GLS, essentially searching for a replica that has registered a RACB bitmap with the bit corresponding to the requested method set.
Finally, an additional delegation bit is used to express administrative rights. An entity that has the delegation bit set is allowed to further delegate all the rights it has been granted, including the delegation right. Operationally, administrative rights are implemented as special administrative methods, provided by each DSO as a standard administrative interface. This interface includes methods for registering users and replicas, issuing and retrieving revocation lists and so on. An entity that has the delegation bit set in its rights descriptor (implicitly) has execution rights for all these administrative methods.
The coarse-grain access control model described in this section is quite simple, but very intuitive, and should cover a wide variety of application scenarios (in most cases, security policies tend to be simple, consider for example the UNIX rwx protection model). Although it cannot support com-plex access control policies (based on method parameter values for example), it still gives DSO administrators a considerable degree of flexibility by allowing them to define finer-grain privileges by choosing a more fine-grain object interface (for example a DSO modeling an e-newspaper could provide separate read() methods to differentiate between subscribers and the general public). For applications that require more complex policies, we provide a fine-grain access control model, which is described next.
Fine-grained access control
Although there are many application scenarios where simple access control policies are sufficient, there are cases where a more refined access control granularity may be necessary; for example, an ebanking application may require different security properties when requesting the same action -a money transfer -depending on the amount being transferred.
To address these issues, we have designed a new access control policy language capable of describing fine-grain method invocation and execution rights, based on parameter values, as well as other external conditions. Furthermore, using this policy language it is also possible to express exceptional method invocation and execution behavior:
• Composite invocation subjects -used to describe access control policies where a number of users must collaborate for invoking a particular method instance.
• Composite execution targets -used to describe access control policies where a number of DSO replicas must collaborate for executing a particular method instance.
• Audited execution -used to describe access control policies where results computed by marginally trusted replicas must be audited by other (more trustworthy) replicas.
The main reason for supporting such exceptional method invocation/execution behavior is Byzantine fault tolerance. Composite invocation subjects are useful for protecting sensitive DSO operations by means of separation of privileges [21] , which may be mandated by organizational policies (for example, many banks require high-value transactions to be approved by more than one bank official). Composite execution targets and audited execution are useful for protecting DSO operations against possible compromise or malicious behavior from some of their less trusted replicas.
Basic idea.
The basic idea for designing a more fine-grain access control framework for Globe comes from the observation that, for a given DSO, there are only a limited number of logical ''roles'' that can be associated with entities part of that object. Such ''roles'' may be dictated by the DSO's replication strategy (for example ''master'' and ''slave'' replicas in the case of master-slave replication), or by the administrative and security policies required by the application (for example ''gold'' and ''platinum'' users for a DSO modeling a subscription-based e-newspaper).
RBAC [66] is a relatively new access control framework where privileges are associated with logical roles, and entities are granted membership into roles based on their competencies and responsibilities in a given application scenario. Our idea is to design a fine-grain access control framework for Globe DSOs based on RBAC. As such, we define a DSO role as a subset of the set of all rights that can be associated with a Globe DSO. An observation here is that when rights granularity is set to method parameter values level, the total number of rights that can be associated with a DSO can be very large, possibly infinite; in this case, the number of possible roles is even larger (since it grows exponentially to the number of the possible rights). However, as previous research on RBAC has shown [65] , only a small fraction of all possible roles are actually useful for describing meaningful security policies; as such, we believe that for most DSO role hierarchies will be quite small.
There are three types of DSO roles: administrative roles, user roles and replica roles. Administrative roles include administrative rights, while user and replica roles only contain method invocation and method execution rights. A DSO entity may be assigned to more than one role.
Based on this definition of a DSO role, the security policy for a given Globe object can be (logically) split into two parts: (1) the DSO role specificationa data structure defining the DSO role hierarchy (the set of all roles and the relationships among them), as well as the detailed permissions (rights) associated with each role; (2) the DSO role assignment list details what roles are assigned to each DSO entity (user replica). The role specification is essentially a text file written in a special declarative policy language; this file consists of policy state-ments describing the object's role hierarchy and the specific rights associated with each role. Ref. [64] provides a detailed description of our policy language; in this section we only give a brief overview of this language.
The DSO role specification file is generated by the DSO administrator when the object is created, signed with the object key, and distributed to all DSO entities at initialization time (i.e. when a user registers with the object, or when a new replica is instantiated). The role assignment list consists of entity ID, entity Role pairs, and is stored by administrative replicas. In addition to this, an entity's authentication credentials also include the role(s) assigned to that entity. DSO replicas also register their role(s) with the GLS.
Administrative rights.
An administrative right represents the ability of an administrative role to delegate another role. Such a right is expressed through a policy statement of the form:
where Role A is an administrative role and Role B is another role (possibly an administrative one as well). A DSO's role specification file contains a number of such statements, describing the role hierarchy for that DSO.
Then, an intuitive way to see a DSO's role hierarchy is as a directed graph, with each node corresponding to a role; in such a graph, an edge from a node Role A to a node Role B , implies that role Role A is an administrative role, and has the right to delegate role Role B under the DSO's security policy.
The way in which this role graph is organized may restrict the types of authentication mechanisms that can be used. For instance, it is difficult to support delegation by means of symmetric key authentication; in this case a flat administrative hierarchy (corresponding to a two-level tree), with one administrative entity doing both the key distribution and the role assignment is recommended. Applications requiring delegation of administrative privileges (essentially a multilevel role graph) should use public key authentication. In this case, there is a credentials chain associated with each DSO entity: this chain consist of the entity's public key certificate and all the certificates associated with intermediate certification authorities that have (recursively) delegated rights to that entity. In this case, the registerRights method takes this entire credentials chain as one of its inputs. This method checks this credentials chain to ensure the following properties:
• Certificates in this chain are correctly ''chained'' -this means each certificate is signed with the public key in the previous certificate in the chain.
• The first certificate in the chain (corresponding to the top-level role in the DSO's role hierarchy) is signed with the DSO's public key (which is implicitly granted all possible rights that can be associated with the DSO).
• The sequence of roles in the certificates in the chain correspond to a valid path in the DSO role graph (this means that for each certificate, the role in the certificate canAssign the role in the next certificate in the chain).
Method invocation rights.
A method invocation right represents the ability of an (non-administrative) role to invoke a given method instance. Such a right is expressed through a policy statement of the form:
RoleSubject canInvoke Method underConditions
Conditions
Here RoleSubject is a role name, or a combination of role names, previously declared in a canAssign statement; role combinations are useful for allowing granting of method invocation rights to composite role subjects. Method is the name of one of the DSO's methods; Conditions is a boolean expression that puts constraints on the way the Method can be invoked by the role, or composite role subject.
A composite role subject consists of a number of entities assigned certain roles, which must cooperate in order to perform a specific action (a method invocation in this case). The generic role subject format is For example a role expression of the form 3 * Role A &&2 * Role B implies that a given DSO method, under certain condition, can be invoked only by a composite role subject consisting of three users assigned into Role A and two users assigned into Role B . These five users must collaborate and agree on this method invocation. Composite subjects are useful for protecting sensitive operations by means of separation of privileges [21] ; in many cases, such separation of privileges is mandated by organizational policies (for example, banks requiring highvalue transactions to be approved by two bank officials).
A DSO's forward access control policy can be fully described through a set of canInvoke statements, specifying which roles, or composite role subjects are allowed to invoke each of the DSO's methods, and under which conditions. This policy is stored in the DSO role specification file. Upon receiving a method invocation request, a replica calls the canInvoke() function (implemented by the access control module), passing the method name, parameters, as well as the role of the entity making the request (or the identities of entities collectively making the request, in case of a composite invocation subject). canInvoke() then searches the role specification file; if an appropriate canInvoke statement is found, canInvoke() returns True (allowing the request to be executed), otherwise it returns False. DSOs that support composite subjects need to provide a special user interface allowing multiple users to collaborate in making a composite subject method invocation.
Method execution rights.
A method execution right represents the ability of an (non-administrative replica) role to execute a given method instance. Such a right is expressed through a policy statement of the form:
RoleExpr canExecute Method underConditions

Conditions
Here RoleExpression is a role expression, Method is the name of one of the DSO's methods; Conditions is a Boolean expression that puts constraints on the way the Method can be executed.
RoleExpr is an expression of the form: A role expression has the generic form:
<RoleExpr> :: <CompositeRoleSubject> j <CompositeRoleSubject> ''auditedBy'' <Role> j Such an expression is used to describes a group of replicas, and the way these replicas should be contacted by a user that wants to invoke Method (under some given conditions) on the DSO. There are three types of method execution behavior:
Regular execution: the method is executed by one replica. For example, a policy statement of the form:
Role A canExecute M underConditions::;
states that an execution request for method M in the given conditions can be handled by a replica in role Role A .
Replicated execution: the same method is executed on a number of replicas, and the result is accepted only when a majority of them agree on the return value. This allows expressing Byzantine fault-tolerance policies based on state machine replication (see Section 4.4). In this case the number of types of replicas than need to be contacted is expressed as a composite role subject. For example, a policy statement of the form:
states that an execution request for method M needs to be handled by three replicas in Role A and two replicas in Role B , and a majority of these have to agree on the result before the user accepts it.
Traceable execution: a replica or composite replica subject that executes a method has to sign (with their respective replica keys) the invocation request and the return value. The user proxy then forwards these traceable request-result pairs to an auditor replica. Auditing involves re-executing the request and comparing the result with the one signed by the replicas. In this way, less trusted replicas acting maliciously can be traced and eventually excluded from the DSO (we discuss this technique in more detail in Section 4.4). For example, a policy statement of the form:
Role A auditedBy Role B canExecute M underConditions::;
states that an execution request for method M can be handled by a replica in role Role A . However, this replica needs to sign the computed result, before returning it to the user. The user proxy needs to forward this signed result to a replica in role Role B which does the auditing.
A DSO's reverse access control policy can be fully described through a set of canExecute statements, specifying the execution behavior for the DSO's methods. This policy is also stored in the DSO role specification file. When a user invokes a given DSO method, the user proxy calls the findReplica() function (implemented by the proxy's access control module), passing the method name and invocation parameters. findReplica() then searches the role specification file in order to find a canExecute statement describing how the given method instance should be executed. Once such a statement is found, findReplica() queries the GLS for replicas matching the roles in the statement's role expression, connects to these replicas and mutually authenticates, and finally issues the request according to the execution behavior specified in the statement (regular, replicated, or traceable execution).
The underConditions clause in a canInvoke/ canExecute policy statement allows to express fine grain constraints on method invocation/execution rights. Essentially, a condition is a logical expression, or a number of logical expressions connected using the and, or and not logical operators. Such logical expressions combine numbers, method parameter names, external functions, and additional entity attribute names using logical and arithmetical operators. The exact syntax for describing such conditions is described in detail in [64] . Here, we only briefly discuss how the various syntactical elements can be combined:
• Method parameter names can be used for expressing constraints on method invocation rights based on the actual parameter values for a given request. For example, consider a Globe e-banking application; transferFunds is one of its public methods, amount is one of the method parameters, and Clerk is a role. A policy statement of the form:
Clerk canInvoke transferFunds underConditions ðamount < 10; 000Þ; restricts a DSO user assigned a Clerk role to only transfer amounts less that 10,000 dollars.
• External functions can be used for expressing constraints on method invocation rights based on functions external to the access control module. Such functions have to be separately declared in the policy data structure, so that the policy engine knows how to invoke them. External functions can impose constraints on the way a method can be invoked based on things like the DSO state, the resources available on the system running the replica, time of the day, or the location where the request originates. The only requirement here is that such external functions are synchronous -this ensures the policy engine cannot be blocked on an external function.
• Additional attributes -these are expressed as name-value pairs and are incorporated in the caller's authentication credentials. The main purpose of such attributes is to allow a more refined differentiation among DSO entities, while keeping the role hierarchy reasonably simple. As an example, considering the same e-banking application, we assume a policy requirement stating that a manager can only read the accounts of the customers she has been assigned. In this case, Manager is a role, readAccount is a DSO public method, customerName is one of its parameters, extAttr_name is an additional attribute -part of a user certificate -that stores the user's name, and whichManager is an external function which, provided a customer name, returns the name of the manager assigned to that customer. Then, the policy requirement can be expressed through a statement of the form:
Manager canInvoke readAccount underConditions ðextAttr name ¼¼ whichManagerðcustomerNameÞÞ;
Without external attributes, the only way to express such a rule would be to create a separate role for each individual manager; this clearly would not be a scalable solution.
Byzantine fault tolerance
As discussed in Section 3, one of the key aspects in Globe is that DSO local representatives are decoupled from the resources/physical infrastructure on which they run, since DSO administrators have the option of creating replicas on Globe object servers outside of their administrative control. It is important to stress that Globe provides this feature as additional flexibility given to DSO administrators for choosing the replication strategy that best fits their needs, as opposed to a design constraint. Each DSO is free to choose any policy with respect to which servers are allowed to host its replicas. While for highly secure applications such as e-banking, running on untrusted infrastructure may be unacceptable, there are many less securitycritical scenarios where replication on marginally trusted platforms can be extremely beneficial, as demonstrated by the advent of content delivery networks and grid applications.
Deciding on how much trustworthiness to demand from the hosting infrastructure is ultimately a cost/benefits analysis problem for DSO administrators. Nevertheless, perfect security is practically impossible, so for any DSO we need to consider the possibility that at least some of its replicas may be corrupted, either due to malicious GOS administrators, or to vulnerabilities in the hosting platform itself (in the operating system, or in the GOS code). In this context, it becomes essential to provide mechanisms for Byzantine fault tolerance.
Our observation is that mechanisms for handling Byzantine failures fall into two categories: those aiming at damage prevention, and those aiming at damage control. We will look at each of these categories, and explain how they could be integrated with the Globe security architecture.
Mechanisms for damage prevention
The aim of such mechanisms is preventing malicious replicas from causing any damage to their DSOs, except possibly denial of service. The optimal solution in this case is trusted remote computation as proposed in [37, 11, 31, 7, 60] . Unfortunately, research in this area is still in an incipient phase, and we expect it will take years until such secure platforms will be widely available. Because of this, in Globe we focus on techniques for minimizing the impact of corrupted replicas on the correct operation of a DSO.
Another mechanism that can be used for damage prevention is state signing [36] . The idea is to have a trusted replica sign the results of read operations, which can then be distributed to marginally trusted replica which then serve them to clients. Before accepting a result, a given client first verifies that the result is correctly signed by a trustworthy replica. The fine-grain access control mechanism outlined in the previous section can be used for differentiating between these different classes of replica (e.g. in the simplest case, having two roles TrustedReplica and Marginally TrustedReplica). As an example, a Globe-powered Web site (as described in [73] ) can have all its individual documents timestamped and signed with the object's key, so that for each GET request, the client's proxy can check that the untrusted cache has returned a valid document. Through state signing we can achieve highly secure distributed objects, since the harm that malicious replicas can do is limited to denial of service. However, state signing is rather application specific.
If the state is large, as is the case, for example, with Web sites, we need to find a way to partition that state so that each part can be signed separately. Partitioning needs to be done in units that match the result values of read operations, which is not always possible (consider a result value that needs to be computed, e.g. an average value). Nevertheless, we believe that in many cases, state signing, in combination with the more general reverse access control mechanism, can make certain classes of Globe applications safe to run on untrusted infrastructure.
Yet another mechanism for handling Byzantine fault tolerance is through state machine replication [68, 26, 46] . The idea here is for the client to invoke the same method on a number of replicas (quorum), and accept the result only when the same result is returned by the group majority. The fine-grain access control framework described in Section 4.3.2 can be used to express such replicated method execution behavior.
Mechanisms for damage control
The techniques outlined in the previous section are quite powerful, but cannot be used indiscriminately. Research on trusted computing is still in an incipient stage, and it will take years until software/hardware platforms supporting it become mainstream. State signing is only suited for a rather restricted class of applications -those mostly dealing with static data reads. Finally, state machine replication can be quite expensive to implement, since the amount of resources required for a given method invocation grows linearly to the quorum size. The client-perceived request latency is also likely to increase in this case, since it is dictated by the slowest replica in the quorum.
Given these shortcomings, for the Globe security architecture we are also considering a second class of Byzantine fault tolerance techniques, which aim at restricting the amount of damage malicious replicas can cause to a DSO, detecting when this damage occurs, and possibly taking corrective action after the breach. Clearly, restricting, detecting, and repairing is not as good as preventing altogether, but on the other hand, this second class of mechanisms are much more efficient to implement, hence the potential tradeoff. Damage-restricting mechanisms are based on an optimistic assumption that replica corruption happens relatively infrequently, so security mechanisms should be designed to handle the common case efficiently -namely when everything works correctly.
One way to do damage control is through the reverse access control mechanisms described in Section 4.3. Recall that replicas are granted method execution rights that specify which of the DSO's methods they are allowed to handle. In this way, execution of security-sensitive operations can be restricted to trusted replicas (for example those running on trusted hosts). This technique can be used in conjunction with result auditing. Here, the basic idea is to have marginally trusted replicas sign the results they produce; these results are then audited by (trusted) auditor replica. In order to be able to do this, the auditor replica needs to ''lag behind'' with state updates, essentially delaying such updates until it has audited all results computed for a given state version.
For the remaining of this section we will examine this audit-based Byzantine fault tolerance mechanism in more detail, and show how it can be integrated with the overall Globe security architecture. A more formal description of this technique is presented in [63] .
Operational model.
Without loss of generality, we assume that a Globe DSO employing our audit-based Byzantine fault tolerance mechanism provides two types of operations (methods): read operations do not change the DSO state, while write operations do change the DSO state. Furthermore, we group the entities (clients, replicas) involved with the DSO into four categories:
• Clients perform read and write operations by invoking the DSO's methods.
• Slave replicas handle the clients' read requests.
• Master replicas handle the clients' write requests.
• Auditor replicas audit the results of the read requests computed by the slaves in order to ensure they are correct, and take corrective action when detecting incorrect results.
A DSO following this operational model can be designed using the fine-grained access control mechanism described in Section 4.3. This can be done by designing a role hierarchy that specifies different replica roles for executing the DSO state changing and non-state changing methods, and using the auditedBy policy statement (see Section 4.3.2) to specify the auditor roles. We also require the DSO to employ public key-based authentication mechanisms between clients and replicas.
As for our state consistency model, we guarantee that write operations are executed in some sequential order (state changes occur in the same sequence on all replicas). On the other hand, we only provide a weaker form of consistency for read operations: essentially the result of a read request (from a given client) may not take into account state changes that have occurred in the ''recent past''.
A special parameter maxLatency is used to quantify this concept of ''recent past''. Essentially, our read consistency model can be formalized as follows: a write operation that occurs at time T 1 is guaranteed to be taken into account for all read operations performed after time T 2 = T 1 + maxLatency. For this definition, we assume that all DSO replicas and clients have loosely synchronized clocks, and the clock skew is negligible compared to the maxLatency parameter.
The write protocol.
Given this consistency model, the algorithm for handling write operations is shown in Fig. 4 :
There are four (logical) steps:
1. A client connects to a master replica and invokes a write method. The replica performs the access control check, and if the client is allowed to invoke the method, it executes it. 2. The master replica propagates (broadcasts) the write to the other master replicas. The write is propagated in a way that guarantees some sequential ordering of concurrent write operations. There are many atomic broadcast protocols that accomplish this [44, 27, 19] ; for example efficient atomic broadcast [44] could be a likely candidate. In addition to the sequential ordering of write operations, we also require the DSO to have a special internal variable -stateVersionwhich is (atomically) incremented with each write 
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operation. Given the authentication and access control mechanisms described in the previous sections, it is assumed that any messages exchanged between trusted replicas (including those part of the atomic broadcast protocol used to propagate writes) are transmitted over secure (i.e. preserving at least data integrity, possibly confidentiality). As such, any atomic broadcast protocol that operates on a crash-fault model is sufficient here. If the network is the attacker, it can only drop or delay messages, but, given the secure communication channels assumption, it cannot inject or manipulate valid messages. In these circumstances, any network attack is equivalent to a node crash. 3. At the end of Step 2, the write has been propagated to all the master replicas, and all these replicas have incremented their stateVersion internal variable to reflect the change. At this point, the write operation has successfully completed, and the first master replica (the one that has executed the write) reports this to the client. 4. The master replicas propagate the state update to the (marginally trusted) slaves. We assume each slave is registered with one of the masters. Upon receiving a write, each master propagates it to all the slaves that are registered with it. In addition to the state update, each master also sends its slaves a lease for the new state. A lease is simply the value of the stateVersion variable, timestamped, and signed by the master. Essentially, a lease gives a slave the permission to serve read requests on a given version of the DSO's state. A lease is valid from the moment it is issued, and it expires after maxLatency time. This guarantees that a slave cannot serve read requests that are based on stale state older than maxLatency. We provide more details on how leases are used when we discuss the read protocol.
The distinctive feature of the write algorithm described above is the ''lazy'' propagation of writes (state updates) to slave replicas. Essentially, a slave receives an update only after the corresponding write operation has completed (from the point of view of the client that has initiated it). The reason we require this ''lazy'' state update algorithm, as opposed to having masters and slaves participate in some sort of total ordering broadcast, is performance. Since only masters are trusted (not to exhibit Byzantine-faulty behavior), a total ordering broadcast protocol including the slaves would have to be resistant to Byzantine failures, and implementing such an algorithm over a WAN is extremely expensive. ''Lazy'' state updates make the write protocol much more efficient, but also weaken the consistency model, since a client cannot be guaranteed that once his write is committed it will be seen in all subsequent reads.
The read protocol.
Read operations are invoked by clients on slave replicas. Since these replicas are only marginally trusted, they may return incorrect results to client requests. In order to leverage this threat, results produced by slave replicas need to be audited; the read protocol is designed to facilitate this process. This protocol is shown in Fig. 5 , and consists of four (logical) steps:
1. A client invokes a read method which is protected by means of auditing against Byzantine faults. In the DSO's security policy, this is specified by a rule of the form:
Method underConditions Conditions
The user proxy finds a DSO (slave) replica assigned Role A (using the Globe Location Service -GLS -see Section 4.3.2), connects to it and sends the method invocation request. 2. The slave replica performs the access control check to ensure the user is allowed to invoke Method under the DSO's security policy. If this is the case, the slave executes the read request, and sends back the result, together with a pledge, a valid lease for the version of the DSO state on which the result was computed, as well as the DSO credentials of the master replica that has issued the lease. The pledge sent by the replica has the following format: where H is a secure hash function, and y slave is the slave replica's private key. The pledge contains a secure hash of the original request, a secure hash of the result, the value of the stateVersion variable (as it appears in the lease) and a timestamp, indicating the time when the result was computed by the slave. 3. Upon receiving the data from the slave, the user proxy performs the following checks:
• It verifies the master replica credentials received from the slave, ensuring that all signatures are correct. If these checks pass, it means that the master replica that has these credentials has indeed the right to issue state version leases to the slave that has produced the read result.
• It verifies the lease, by checking the master replica's signature on it, and ensuring the timestamp in the lease is less than maxLatency old.
• It verifies the pledge, by checking that the hashes in the pledge match the hash of the original request, and the hash of the result (as sent by the slave), that the stateVersion in the pledge matches the one in the lease, and that the timestamp in the pledge is within maxLatency from the timestamp in the lease. 4. If all the checks pass, the user proxy accepts the result, and forwards the original request, the lease, the pledge, and master replica credentials to the auditor. As specified by the access control rule (see Step 1), the auditor is a replica assigned Role B , which the proxy can find using the GLS.
The distinctive characteristic of the read protocol is that the client performs a series of checks on the result, the lease, and pledge associated with the result, before accepting them. These tests alone are not sufficient to detect erroneous results; instead their purpose is to ensure that the pledges signed by the slaves can potentially be used as proofs of misbehavior. Essentially, a pledge, constructed as described above, commits the slave replica that has signed it to a unique combination of the DSO's state, read request, and result (for that request). A trusted auditor that has access to the same version of the DSO state can simply re-execute the request; should the hash of the result (as computed by the auditor) not match the one in the pledge, the pledge becomes a self-incriminating proof of the slave's misbehavior. We explain this auditing process in detail next.
Auditing.
Probably the most important feature of the Byzantine-fault tolerance mechanism we propose is auditing. This is done by trusted auditor replicas; its purpose is to detect potentially erroneous results produced by the (untrusted) slaves, so that corrective action can be taken against them.
Compared to regular (non-auditor) replicas, each auditor replica holds two additional data structures: the read requests list (RRL) and the state updates list (SUR).
The RRL consists of five fields, corresponding to the information sent by clients at the end of the read protocol (see the previous section): the read request (as issued by the client), the pledge signed by the slave that has computed the result, the lease, the credentials of the master replica that has issued the lease, as well as the local user Id corresponding to the user proxy that has requested the audit. Entries in the RRL are ordered by the value of the stateVersion variable, as it appears in the lease.
The SUR consists of state update (write) requests, in the order in which they change the object's state. Essentially, each entry in this list corresponds to a new version of the DSO's state, and describes how the new state can be reached.
The auditor fills these lists with data it receives from clients -(request, pledge, lease, master credentials) tuples -and master replicas -state update messages. The auditor re-executes the read requests in order to check their correctness, while occasionally applying state updates in order to (loosely) keep in sync with the DSO state. The invariant we want to preserve here is that a state transition is performed only after all the read requests that depend on the previous state version have been verified by the auditor. One way to achieve this is to introduce some additional delal -minStateUpdateDelay, between the time a state update is initiated, and the time the update is applied by the auditor. The purpose of minStateUpdateDelay is to ensure that the auditor can move to a new state only after all audit requests for possible read requests performed by clients on a previous state have been sent received by the auditor. Remember that our state consistency model allows slaves to compute read results on an old (stale) state of the DSO, but this state cannot be older than maxLatency compared to the latest state update (otherwise the client would reject the result after examining the slave's lease -see step 3 of the read protocol). As such, the minStateUpdateDelay should be at least equal to maxLatency. In practice, minStateUpdateDelay should be slightly larger than maxLatency in order to offset possible network delays and clock skews between the client and the auditor. In this context, it is important that the client forwards the pledge to the auditor immediately after it has received it from the slave (essentially, sending the pledge to the auditor is integral part of the read operation, and the result of the read is not accepted by the client until the pledge has been successfully send to the auditor). A malicious client may arbitrarily delay sending the pledge to the auditor, but the only outcome of this would be that the client itself runs into the risk of accepting a read result which will not be audited (essentially, a malicious client can only harm itself).
The audit process works as follows:
1. The auditor takes a client read request from the RRL and executes it. 2. The auditor takes the hash of the result, and compares it to the hash in the pledge. If the two hashes match, the result is correct, and the auditor moves to the next request; otherwise, the auditor moves to Step 3 in order to perform additional checks. 3. If the two hashes do not match, the auditor verifies the pledge, lease, and master replica credentials for the audit request, performing all the checks that should have been performed by the client before accepting the result being audited (see previous section). The purpose of these checks is to determine whether the slave has indeed produced an erroneous result, or the client is misbehaving, sending bogus data for auditing. Depending on the outcome of these checks we have two possibilities: (a) The pledge, lease, and master replica credentials are all valid. In this case, the client is honest, and the slave replica has indeed produced erroneous results. The auditor proceeds with taking corrective action against the (now proven) malicious slave. (b) At least one of the pledge, lease, or master replica credentials is not valid. In this case, the client is acting maliciously, since, according to the read protocol, it should have verified their correctness before requesting the audit. In this case, the auditor needs to take corrective action against the client. Possible options here include rejecting future audit requests from that client, or even revoking the client's DSO credentials, essentially excluding the client from the DSO domain.
The distinctive feature of the audit protocol is that it has been optimized to ensure fast verification of read results. Given our optimistic assumption (that slave misbehavior is infrequent), in normal circumstances this verification only requires the auditor to re-execute the request and compute a hash value (a fast operation). The auditor does not perform any signature or credentials verification, since it is assumed this was done by the client, as part of the read protocol. A malicious client could have omitted these checks, but our assumption is that clients are rational, and are interested in getting correct results.
In order to ensure fast auditing, further optimizations can be introduced: for example, the auditor can keep a small associative cache containing (read request, result hash) pairs. Before re-executing a request, the auditor can search for it in this cache; if an entry is found, the auditor can simply take the hash of the result in the cache and compare it against the one in the pledge, thus saving the request execution time. This cache needs to be flushed after each state update.
The reason for all these optimizations is to ensure the auditor can keep up with the workload. It is also important to understand that (as the name suggests), the minStateUpdateDelay is only the minimum delay the auditor may have to wait before applying a state update. Depending on the number of read requests it needs to audit for a given DSO state, the auditor may have to delay the next state update even longer (i.e. until it has finished auditing all read requests for the current state). This will likely happen if client read requests patterns are bursty, or they exhibit significant rate variations during the day (e.g. many requests during the working hours, quiet periods during the night). In this case, the auditor may significantly ''lag behind'' with applying state updates during the busy period, but eventually recover (as long as it can keep up with the average workload). The bottom line is that the auditor has to perform the same work as (many) slaves, this being the only way we could achieve the economies of scale to justify our Byzantine fault tolerance mechanism. There are a number of solutions for tackling the problem of the auditor not being able to keep up with the workload:
• Replicate the auditor. This has the drawback that more trustworthy computing resources are required.
• Perform probabilistic auditing. In this case the auditor only verifies a random subset of all the received audit requests. This is more economical (does not require extra auditors), but has the drawback that it may take longer to detect a malicious slave.
4.4.2.5. Taking corrective action. The last part of the Byzantine fault-tolerance mechanism we propose regards the corrective action that should be taken once a malicious slave is identified. As explained earlier, this happens once the auditor detects a mismatch between the hash of the result of a read request it re-executes, and the hash committed in the pledge by the slave which has originally computed the result. The first action the auditor needs to take is to revoke the slave replica's local credentials. This essentially excludes the replica from the DSO domain, prevents further client requests from being directed to that replica, and thus prevents further damage. Depending on the contractual agreements between the DSO administrator and the administrator of the GOS hosting the malicious replica, further legal action can be taken. The pledge signed by the slave can be used in courts as irrefutable evidence of its misbehavior.
Preventing further damage is useful, but something may need to be done to fix the damage already caused by the malicious replica. Here there are two alternatives that may be considered.
First, damage can be fixed by reverting the DSO to an old state, not affected by the erroneous results computed by the malicious replica. Although slave replicas only compute read results, depending on the application functionality, it may be possible that a client uses such an (erroneous) read result in a subsequent write operation, in which case the DSO state is (indirectly) compromised by the malicious slave.
Reverting to a safe old state is relatively straightforward to implement, since the auditor is guaranteed to always ''lag behind'' with state updates. At the moment an erroneous read result is detected, the auditor can simply broadcast a ''recovery'' state update, reverting the state of all DSO replicas to the version it has at that moment (which is not affected by the erroneous read). Having detailed knowledge of the application functionality may allow the auditor to perform even more ''intelligent'' recovery, for example only reverting to an old state if it detects write operations that may depend on the erroneous read result.
Although such a recovery strategy may seem appealing, we were not able to identify any realistic application scenarios where this may be useful. The main problem with reverting state is that it does not work well with interactive user applications, where an erroneous read result may cause the user to perform some irreversible action (printing a file, making an electronic payment, etc.). Reverting state is effective in case of applications doing (distributed) batch processing; in this case, reverting only requires some of the batched operations to be re-executed. However, as explained earlier, one motivation for having an audit-based Byzantine fault-tolerance mechanism is reducing response latencies, by executing user requests on (marginally trusted) replicas close to the user. In case of batch processing, response latency is much less of a concern, and in this case alternative Byzantine fault-tolerance mechanisms (based on state machine replication, for example) may be more effective.
As a conclusion, taking corrective action by reverting to an old state is definitely possible with our scheme, but we do not expect this correction mechanism to suit well the kind of applications to which our scheme can be applied.
The second damage-repair mechanism that can be applied is actually extremely simple: revoke the malicious replica from the DSO, and simply ignore whatever damage it might have caused. Ignoring damage may seem a strange way of fixing it, but nevertheless, we were able to identify a rather wide class of applications where this may suffice. We elaborate more on this next. 4.4.2.6. Discussion. The audit-based approach to Byzantine fault-tolerance described in this section was first introduced by us in [63] . We view it as an economical alternative to state machine replication, since the amount of resources needed to serve an audit-based execution request is smaller than for replicated execution; furthermore, in case of replicated execution, the user-perceived latency is dictated by the slowest replica in the composite execution target, while for traceable execution the user can select a ''fast'' (low-latency) replica, and let the result be audited later. However, we must point out that the BFT scheme described in this section requires a DSO employing public key authentication mechanisms, which in itself (as we will see in Section 5) may have a significant impact on the user-perceived latency.
One class of applications which may be particularly well-suited for this audit-based Byzantine fault tolerance technique consists of applications that provide information aggregation and manipulation -search engines, news aggregators (Slashdot-like), and online databases. In this case, it may be possible to filter erroneous results by means of direct inspection (e.g. human users ignore data that is incomprehensible, or simply too far-fetched); furthermore, individual information items may be protected by means of state signing (for example all news articles are signed before publication). In this case, only aggregate query results may be (maliciously) altered by rogue replicas. As such, rogue replicas can at most provide incomplete results to queries, which amounts more or less to denial of service. In this situation, simply removing malicious replicas after detection may be reasonable.
In the Globe model writes are handled by master replicas and reads by slaves. The model can be easily extended to allow masters to serve both reads and writes, for example for users or applications that require 0-staleness. This extension should be applied only to a limited number of privileged users or actions or a specific application. If generalized this extension conflicts with one of the main goal of Globe that is the ability to offload work from trusted (expensive) master replicas to un-trusted (cheaper) slaves.
Platform security
In order to bring computation close to clients, DSO replicas are often instantiated on GOSes controlled by third parties, similar to the grid distributed computing model [35] . Trusted or untrusted GOS administrators are free to choose any policy for hosting replicas; however, it is essential that all hosted replica receive a ''fair'' treatment, in the sense that they correctly share the resources provided by the GOS. This is far from a trivial requirement, given the fact that replicas are instantiated using mobile code, which can be used to launch all sorts of attacks on the hosting platform (corrupt storage, interfere with other replicas, waste memory and CPU cycles, and launch all sorts of DoS attacks). There are two general solutions for the problem: sandboxing and code signing.
Sandboxing aims at creating an isolated execution environment for each hosted replica, and ensuring all interactions outside the sandbox are tightly controlled by the GOS. We emphasize that the focus of this work is not designing new sandboxing tools, but rather using existing one. Since the Globe middleware is primarily implemented in Java, we decided to use the Java sandboxing mechanisms and implemented custom sandboxing of untrusted local representatives, which still allows replicas (controlled) access to persistent storage. Another issue we are concerned with is preventing hosted replicas from launching distributed DoS attacks, by creating network connections to arbitrary hosts on the Internet. To prevent this, we only allow replicas to connect to a limited numbers of replicas of the same DSO (in order to propagate state updates). In the future, we plan to complement these sandboxing mechanisms with a Java resource-management system such as JSeal [74] to also constrain memory allocation and CPU usage. For different Globe middleware implementations (in C/C++ for instance), use of alternative sandboxing tools, such as Janus [40] , should be also possible.
While sandboxing allows GOS administrators to restrict the amount of computing resources a given DSO replica can use, to decide on the actual resource limits, we use code signing. Essentially, the mobile code used to instantiate a DSO replica is signed with the DSO's key, so that GOS administrators can then set resource limits on a per-DSO basis, limits which are stored in a GOS resource management configuration file. It is up to the administrator to decide on the resource allocation policy: this can be either absolutely egalitarian (all replicas receive the same fraction of the available resources), based on external DSO certification (DSO owned by certain organizations receive more resources), or even based on pay-per-use economic models.
Performance evaluation
To measure Globe's performance we performed two experiment series. In the first series we focus on security overhead during client method invocation on a DSO replica. We break down this method invocation process into (logical) stages (for example the client finding the replica, the client contacting the replica, authentication, etc.) and we measure the duration of each stage in various security settings. Based on these measurements we calculate the total overhead on the client and replica side, as well as the (theoretical) replica throughput (i.e. how many invocations per second can the replica handle). We then validate this theoretical throughput against the real one, which we measure by having multiple clients concurrently issuing requests. The second experiment series consists of a number of (synthetic) micro-benchmarks, stressing different parts of the replica hosting system -the CPU, disk and network stack. The purpose of these micro-benchmarks is to measure the security overhead by comparing the real throughput of a replica accessed by concurrent clients in various security settings.
For our experiments we only used the coarsegrain (bitmap-based) access control framework described in Section 4.3.1. Due to time and human resources (programmers) limitations, we were not able to integrate fine-grain access control and Byzantine fault tolerance mechanisms with our secure Globe prototype. This is a limitation of our approach, but we hope to address it as part of future work.
The purpose of our experiments is to compare the overhead introduced by our security architecture. For this we considered four implementation scenarios: a DSO with all security mechanisms disabled (marked Plain in our graphs), and three security-enabled implementations.
For the security-enabled DSO, we consider three different authentication mechanisms:
• The TLS protocol for public key authentication using the PureTLS library [3] (marked PureTLS in our graphs).
• Our own implementation of the TLS protocol (marked OwnTLS in our graphs).
• Our implementation of the symmetric key authentication protocol described in Section 4.2.2 (marked Symmetric in our graphs). In this case, the RKL size is set to 100 and the UKL size is set to 10,000.
Our TLS implementation uses the latest Java cryptographic extensions (JCE); the reason we decided to develop an alternative TLS implementation is that at least at the time we were working on the Globe prototype, there was no off-the-shelf TLS library based on Sun's Java Cryptography Extension Package (PureTLS uses the Bouncy Castle Java cryptographic library [6] , which is not optimal from a performance point of view). The performance numbers associated with our own TLS implementation can be seen as a best case scenario for public key authentication mechanisms; however, our TLS library has been developed for research purposes only, and has not been hardened through years of deployment and public scrutiny, so for implementing actual Globe applications we recommend using off-the-shelf authentication components.
The configuration for the machines hosting the replica and the clients is shown in Table 2 . On all hosts the Globe middleware runs on top of the Java 2 runtime version 1.4.2_02.
The replica hosts are located at the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam, while the client proxy hosts are part of the DAS-2 distributed grid [15] , consisting of five LAN clusters located at five Dutch universities. Each of these clusters use a Myrinet [2] multigigabit LAN for local communication, while the wide-area connectivity is provided by SurfNet -the Dutch university Internet backbone [5] . We believe this setting, where WAN interactions are ''localized'' (clients and replicas are in close network proximity), realistically simulates deployment conditions for Globe applications (as explained in Section 2, Globe DSOs have the ability to replicate in order to bring computation close to their clients).
Work breakdown and maximum throughput
The purpose of the first experiment series is to evaluate the security overhead during the normal operation of a Globe DSO, namely during the processing of client requests. For this series we use the Integer DSO under different security settings. The Integer DSO is a distributed implementation of the Integer Java class, using a master-slave replication algorithm; as such, this is probably one of the simplest possible Globe objects.
In this case, a (master) replica of the object is instantiated on the replica host. We instantiate a number of clients (user proxies) on the client proxy hosts. The user proxies bind to the Integer DSO master replica, and issue a write request (Integer.setValue()). Given this setup, we perform two experiments, one to obtain the detailed workload breakdown, and the other to measure the maximum replica throughput.
Experiment 1
The purpose of this experiment is to obtain a detailed breakdown of replica/proxy workload during regular DSO operation. For this experiment, the object ID for the DSO being accessed is cached by the client (thus, there is no need for a GNS lookup). The client is also already registered with the object and has cached its local DSO credentials, as well as the proxy blueprint. Fig. 6 shows the stages involved during a client request on a DSO replica:
1. The client instantiates the proxy for the DSO.
When security is enabled, the client initializes the proxy's security subobject with the (cached) client authentication credentials. 2. The proxy queries the GLS for a replica allowed to execute Integer.setValue(). We repeat the Integer.setValue() operation 500 times for different security settings and measure the average duration for each of the five stages. The results are shown in Fig. 7 .
We can see that authentication and secure channel establishment is by far the most expensive stage during regular DSO operation. Public key authentication is particularly expensive. When using the PureTLS library (which, as already mentioned, is not particularly efficient), authentication alone increases the client-perceived latency by almost 300 ms. Even when using our own (optimized) TLS implementation, authentication still accounts for almost 100 ms of the client-perceived latency. The good news is that using the symmetric key authentication protocol introduced in Section 4.2.2 can dramatically improve performance. In this case, the authentication-introduced latency is an order of magnitude smaller compared to compared to public key authentication mechanisms.
Another measurement of interest is the total amount of CPU time used by the replica when serving one client request. Having this, essentially allows us to compute the maximum (theoretical) throughput for the replica (e.g. how many client requests per second can the replica serve). Fig. 8 shows the results for this measurement:
From Fig. 8 we can see that using the symmetric key authentication protocol introduced in Section 4.2.2 can significantly increase the maximum replica throughput. In the next section we will validate the numbers in Fig. 8 by having the replica serve concurrent client requests.
Experiment 2
The purpose of this second experiment is to validate the theoretical throughput results from Exper- iment 1. The idea is to have concurrent clients continuously sending requests to an IntegerDSO replica. We want to measure the maximum throughput the replica can sustain, and compare this to the (theoretical) values derived in the previous section. We run different numbers (ranging from 1 to 30) of concurrent clients; these clients continuously send Integer.setValue() requests to a master replica for 500 iterations. We measure the amount of time necessary to complete one request. Based on this, we then calculate the ''real'' replica throughput. The results are shown in Fig. 9 .
The results of this experiment validate the maximum theoretical throughput values derived in Experiment 1. We can see from Fig. 9 , that with only one client continuously sending request, the replica throughput is considerably lower than the maximum throughput achievable; the reason for this is that the replica sits idle during the time the (sole) client is doing processing, and during the time requests/results are transfered over the network. The replica throughput rapidly increases as more clients join in with sending requests; in this case, the previously idle replica time is used to serve concurrent requests. The maximum throughput is achieved with somewhere between 5 and 10 concurrent clients. Above this threshold, the overhead associated with multithreading (each client request is served as a separate thread) begins to affect the replica performance (basically some CPU cycles are used on multithreading instead of useful work).
In general, these results show that public key authentication mechanisms are quite heavyweight. In the case of Pure TLS, about six concurrent clients are enough to saturate the replica. Even our optimized TLS implementation can at most handle about twenty concurrent clients before the replica becomes saturated. We view this as an inherent limitation of public key authentication; not surprisingly, Web servers that handle SSL/TLS connections are typically equipped with hardware cryptographic accelerators. On the other hand, symmetric key authentication is relatively lightweight.
Microbenchmarks
The purpose of this second experiment series is to evaluate the security overhead through a series of (synthetic) benchmarks. For each benchmark, each client repeatedly executes a transaction for many iterations (typically 500). At the end, we measure how many transactions per second the replica can sustain for different numbers of concurrent clients, different security configurations and different workloads. Each transaction consists of the following steps:
• bind() -In this step the client downloads the object proxy code and instantiates its object local representative, then finds the replica, connects to it, and runs the mutual authentication protocol.
• performOperation() -In this step, the client issues the actual method invocation request. For our benchmarks, the operations are artificial workloads stressing different parts of the replica hosting system -the CPU, disk and network stack.
• unbind() -The client disconnects.
Each benchmark simulates a different type of workload -disk workload, cpu workload and network workload. For each type of workload we considered the ''light'' and ''heavy'' case as follows:
• disk access workload: ''light'' -1 disk access/ trans.; ''heavy'' -100 disk accesses/trans. • CPU workload: ''light' -10 ms CPU time/trans.;
''heavy'' -300 ms CPU time/trans. • data transfer workload: ''light'' -10 KB network data transfer/trans.; ''heavy'' -1 MB network data transfer/trans.
In addition to this we also considered the ''empty'' benchmark which consisted of an ''empty'' transaction -basically the client binds to a replica and then immediately unbinds without issuing any request.
One point we need to stress here is that for the TLS performance numbers we have disabled session caching, so each iteration requires a complete handshake. We believe such a setting is more realistic for the usage scenarios we envision for Globe applications because of the following reasons:
• There is a limit on how long a TLS connection can be cached. Ref. [30] suggests this limit to be set to at most 24 h. There are certain types of potential Globe applications -electronic newspapers and e-commerce applications for examplewith a usage pattern consisting of periodic, but less frequent client requests (in the order of days rather than hours). For such applications TLS session caching would have no impact on performance.
• One of the great advantages of dynamic application replication with Globe is the ability to deal with ''flash crowd'' events. When such events occur, Globe objects have the ability to quickly react, and instantiate new replicas to handle the peak workload. However, a new replica comes without any cached TLS sessions; again, in this case TLS session caching has no impact on performance.
• In Globe, replica selection for method invocation is done by the replication subobject of the client proxy, based on the replica contact points returned by the Globe Location Service. In the simplest case, the client proxy may always select the closest object replica. However, for certain types of Globe applications, especially those involving extensive computational workload (service computing and Grid applications for example), the replica selection algorithm needs to take into account additional factors besides network proximity, such as balancing workload among replicas. Since replica workload is dynamic, as clients come and go, it is less likely that any given client will interact with the same replica over a number of sessions. Furthermore, a client may have to switch replicas when invoking different methods, based on the reverse access control settings for the object. In all these scenarios, caching TLS connections will have a much reduced impact on the overall performance. Fig. 10 shows the performance results for ''empty'' transactions. Although this is not a very realistic workload, it gives an insight of the actual cost of security mechanisms (authentication in particular). We can see that when security mechanisms are disabled, Globe performs several times better than the most efficient security implementation. On the other hand, using the symmetric key authentication module is an order of magnitude more efficient compared to public key authentication, which proves the protocol we introduced in Section 4.2.2 can be extremely useful for securing Globe applications.
Figs. 11-16 show the detailed performance results for the other types of workload considered. We also provide a summary, ''head-to-head'' comparison of the maximum achievable throughput for all workloads in Figs. 17 and 18. From these figures, we can see that in the case of ''light'' transactions, security adds a significant overhead. On the other hand, this is also where the symmetric key authentication protocol we propose shows the most promising results, since it performs several times better than public key authentication schemes.
In the case of workloads consisting of ''heavy'' transactions, the performance penalty introduced by security mechanisms is much lower (in relative terms), since a larger fraction of the computing resources used per transaction are spent for doing the actual work. It is worth noting that for two types of workload (disk intensive and CPU intensive), the performance gap between the ''no security'' Globe implementation and the one employing the symmetric key authentication module is extremely small. In the case of network intensive workload, the efficient symmetric key authentication mechanism is offset by the overhead of encrypting a large amount of data (1 MB), which is done for all secure Globe implementations, but is disabled in the non-secure version.
Discussion
We believe the results of these experiments validate our security design. Although security introduces a significant penalty, it is by no means 
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prohibitive; most importantly, our design allows application developers to mediate between security and performance by choosing the modules that best fit their needs. For applications where lightweight transactions are the norm, we believe that our symmetric key authentication protocol can be a great advantage. For applications where a more heavyweight workload is to be expected, decision on whether to use symmetric or public key authentication will likely be determined by additional factors (besides performance), such as whether non-repudiation is an issue, or a highly dynamic (and unpredictable) user population needs to be accommodated. It is also important to understand that for our experiments we did not consider the impact of replication to the overall performance. For our experiments we decided to have replicas and clients in relatively close network proximity, which would correspond to a ''smart'' replication strategy. In general, the impact of replication strategies on the overall performance is orthogonal to the problem we addressed in this section, namely quantifying the security overhead (i.e. the security overhead is always present, no matter how ''smart'' or ''dumb'' replica placement is). A very comprehensive analysis of the impact of replication on performance in the Globe context is presented in [61] .
Related work
In the past decade, distributed systems security has received considerable attention. One of the most comprehensive security models is the one designed for CORBA [9] . The CORBA model has provisions for user authentication, authorization, access control, security of network traffic, auditing, non-repudiation, and security administration. Security itself is implemented in the form of application-specific policy objects, which are invoked when a remote request is dispatched or received. While the CORBA security design is extremely flexible, it is also server centric and may be less scalable over wide-area networks. The CORBA model does not deal at all with mobile code, and has little support for interdomain security. Furthermore, mechanisms for Byzantine fault-tolerance (BFT) are not part of the original design, although various approaches for integrating such mechanisms with the overall CORBA architecture have been proposed [20, 49, 56, 29, 39] (Ref. [55] provides a good overview of all these efforts). In particular, the Immune System [56] provides an elegant solution by using an interception strategy for integrating BFT mechanisms to CORBA. In the Immune System, BFT mechanisms are based on object groups -essentially sets of replicas of the same basic CORBA object placed on different hosts. In order to ensure state consistency among replicas, Immune uses active replication. Each request is transparently routed to all replicas of a object group; results from all replicas are collected and subject to a majority voting in order to detect Byzantine faults. The strongest feature of the Immune system is that it integrates BFT mechanisms in a transparent way, by placing the replication/multicast layers between the ORB and the operating system. In this way unmodified CORBA client and server objects can be enhanced with BFT features, while running on an unmodified ORB.
The interception strategy allows the Immune System to support nested method invocations, unlike Globe. We do not support nested method invocations because there is no scalable and transparent mechanism to handle the problems that arise when a replicated object invokes the method of another object [13] . The solutions employed by the Immune System and similar efforts depend on resilient group communication protocols to coordinate the actions of the caller replicas (and callee replicas if the called object is also replicated). Such protocols are however very expensive over a wide-area network. Globe does support conceptual nesting of objects, as object identifiers can be stored in the state of a (parent) object.
What makes the Java [41] security design close to our model is the fact that it explicitly considers the issue of protecting hosts against malicious mobile code. In fact, the platform security part of our design can be implemented using the security features offered by Java 2.0. There are a number of objectbased distributed architectures implemented on top of Java [34, 16, 43, 33] . Similar to us, [43] addresses some of the security issues derived from service replication, but their work focuses more on defining a policy language for expressing global security policies rather than providing a unified security architecture. Ref. [33] presents a comprehensive security architecture with provisions for trust management, mutual client-service authentication, and user access control, but does not address reverse access control and Byzantine fault tolerance issues.
One project that is similar in vision to Globe is WebOS [70] . The idea is to provide operating system services to wide-area applications, including mechanisms for naming, persistent storage, remote execution, authentication and security. CRISIS [18] is the security architecture for WebOS. Like the Globe security architecture, CRISIS combines a wide range of security primitives in order to provide a comprehensive protection architecture, with provisions for delegation of privileges, hierarchical trust, authorization and a secure time service. Unlike Globe, CRI-SIS relies entirely on public key certificates for authorization and delegation; this, combined with the proposed revocation mechanism that requires frequent certificate counter-signing by an online trusted authority, makes their design more heavyweight than ours. Furthermore, CRISIS does not directly address the issue Byzantine fault-tolerance, and does not provide any mechanisms for dealing with partially trusted application servers.
There are a number of projects that deal with security problems that arise in metacomputing environments. Globus is a distributed system designed for computational grids. Its security model gives extensive support for inter-domain user authentication and remote-process creation, but it is less concerned with trust models for hosts, so, in the end, users have little control on which machines their code is running. The reverse access control mechanisms in Globe offer a lot more flexibility from this point of view. Legion [77] is another effort in the scientific computation area. There are some similarities between Globe and Legion. For example, they are both object based, and both make use of self-certified object identifiers. However Legion does not deal with dynamic object replication, and introduces a more high-level security design, stressing flexibility and extensibility, but less architecture and protocols.
There are also a number of projects that specifically deal with Byzantine fault tolerance in the context of replicated services. Phalanx [50] is a software system for building persistent services that support shared data abstractions, such as public key infrastructures and e-voting. Ref. [26] describes a toolkit for building Byzantine fault tolerant systems. Like our design, [26] stresses the importance of efficient symmetric key protocols for authentication over wide-area networks, but their key distribution scheme is less flexible than the one we propose. Furthermore, none of these systems addresses reverse access control and platform security issues.
Finally, in the past few years there has been an explosion of peer-to-peer (P2P) applications that have sprung out either as academic projects (SETI@home [10] , Publius [75] ), or as freeware tools to facilitate media exchange (Kazaa and Gnutella). What makes such applications interesting is the fact they rely on storage and computation on unsecure platforms and, despite traditional security wisdom, manage to get reasonably accurate results. Much effort is put into models and mechanisms by which the security of these systems can be improved. For example, in OceanStore [47] , content can be integrity-checked by clients, whereas other systems concentrate on securing remote untrusted storage [38] or content traceability [14] . Other interesting attempts to provide security and integrity for P2P systems are described in Refs. [28, 25] . However, many of these systems put emphasis on immutable files, which may severely restrict the area of possible applications.
Conclusion
In this paper we have described the design and implementation of a security architecture for Globe, a wide-area object-based middleware. Our design addresses a broad range of security threats, and does not rely on any centralized authority that would limit the scalability of the system. Our security architecture consists of a number of modules, separated through standard interfaces, each of them handling a particular set of security issues (trust management, authentication, access control, Byzantine fault tolerance, and platform security). This allows developers to easily replace any of these modules with alternative implementations, better suited for specific Globe applications.
As a result of this work, we have identified a series of new security problems that are specific to replicated services. These include reverse access control for restricting replica privileges with respect to method execution, and protection of distributed objects against malicious hosts running instances of their code. Another significant contribution is a novel symmetric key authentication protocol, which combines some of the advantages of public key authentication schemes (in particular, their reliance on an offline TTP), with the computational efficiency specific to symmetric key cryptographic primitives.
As for future work, we plan to integrate the JSeal [74] toolkit with our Globe implementation in order to allow fine grain management of object server resources. We are also considering implementing additional security modules for allowing more flexible Byzantine fault tolerance, based on state machine replication and auditing, as suggested in [26, 63] .
